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Rebellious, green-eyed Eleanor never met a rule she didn't want to break. Sick of her mother's

zealotry and the confines of Catholic school, she declares that she'll never go to church again. But

her first glimpse of beautiful, magnetic Father Marcus Stearns - SÃƒÂ¸ren to her and only her - and

his lust-worthy Italian motorcycle is an epiphany. Eleanor is consumed, yet even she knows that

being in love with a priest can't be right. But when one desperate mistake nearly costs Eleanor

everything, it is SÃƒÂ¸ren who steps in to save her. When she vows to repay him with complete

obedience, a whole world opens before her as he reveals to her his deepest secrets. Danger can be

managed - pain, welcomed. Everything is about to begin. Contains mature themes.
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It starts with a bang and ends with a bang. I was hooked from the beginning to the end.Let me get

this out first: brilliant writing by Tiffany Reisz, yet the best book in this series. A lot of details were

already known but the way they are revealed now...it's intense and shocking and WOW and OMFG

and JESUS H. CHRIST! It hold everything that one could expect about the early years of Eleanor's

and Soren's relationship - and yet there was so much more. Tiffany Reisz has a unique writing style

and the stories and characters and relationships she created in this series are just as unique!Tiffany

Reisz has the ability to make you fall in love with the baddest sadist through her writing. And me

personally, I was Team Soren right from the start (yes, I'm a twisted like that). And all those who

didn't had him on their good sides so far, might change their mind. Everything he does, he does for



a reason. And yet no one will ever doubt the deep and passionate love he holds for Eleanor. And as

if it wasn't known before, people will see that now. OH, and even the Priest isn't immune to wine

heheEleanor/Mistress Nora - she definitely was the intelligent, feisty brat as a teenager one could

guess from the previous books and revelations about these years. And The Saint definitely hold

nothing back on this part! I laughed a lot about her remarks and teasing with Soren and Kingsley. It

definitely was what I expected it to be and yet so much more. She definitely gave Soren a run for his

money and always had him on his toes. But we also get to see a very vulnerable side of

her.Kingsley is typical Kingsley! I so can't wait to read more about his story in the next book! You

can only love this man!Nico, oh Nico...he's smart, down to earth and knows what he wants.

5+++ STARSI am a huge fan of The Original Sinners Series, and I adore Tiffany Reisz! I waited so

long for the release of this book, and yet once it was on my Kindle, I couldnâ€™t bring myself to

read it right away. I know what Reiszâ€™s writing does to me, how her characters and her words

make me feel. I knew I wouldnâ€™t want it to end, and I knew Iâ€™d be missing my beloved Sinners

terribly when I reached the end. And thatâ€™s exactly what happened.The Saint, book 5 in The

Original Sinners Series, takes us back to the beginning of it all when a teenage Nora/Eleanor meets

the love of her lifeâ€”and her new priestâ€”Father Marcus Stearns, more intimately known as

SÃƒÂ¸ren. The story is told in retrospect some months after the end of The Mistress. It is an

unconventional love story, forbidden and erotic. Reisz pushes the boundaries of social norms,

painting their romance in the way that only she can, where love and pain are one and the

same.Reisz is an expert at creating complex, intelligent, and intriguing characters. Nora is the

strongest female lead character Iâ€™ve read. She is feisty and rebellious with an immense capacity

to love. SÃƒÂ¸ren, though quite arrogant, embodies wisdom and sophistication; yet we also see a

hint of his playful side. However itâ€™s his deep love for Nora that left me breathless, listening to

Beethoven with tears welling up in my eyes. Kingsley is as charming, witty, and dangerous as ever,

and I found myself wanting much more of him than I have in the previous books. We are also

introduced to Nico, the son Kingsley never knew he had until Nora sought him out. I am really

hoping for more Nico in the future.Like all of the Sinners books before it, The Saint is highly erotic

with incredibly smart dialog.
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